MREA Shelter Foundation Chair, Jeff Stern
Jeff Stern is the 2018 Chair of the Manitoba Real Estate Association Shelter Foundation and a
REALTOR® with over 26 years’ experience in real estate.
Jeff has received many awards for his sales achievements and is a member of the RE/MAX Hall
of Fame.
Jeff is also a tenacious volunteer and contributor to the real estate profession. He has served on
numerous task forces and education committees. Jeff has been an instructor with the Manitoba
Real Estate Association since 2014 and his extensive knowledge is a remarkable asset to his
students and the education program.
Jeff is also the administer the Facebook group 'A Day in The Life of a Realtor' which is a
tremendous resource of information, referrals, camaraderie and comic relief for agents. Jeff is
always willing to help and share advice with the group and its members. His long-time career
experiences and knowledge are invaluable. Jeff constantly strives to impress upon his peers the
values of integrity, self-policing, policy, and in conducting ourselves as true professionals
representing our industry. He is an asset to the forum and the industry. He is always willing to
assist a fellow agent and he does so with a smile on his face.
Jeff has served on the board of the MREA Shelter Foundation since 2016. Jeff was one of the
initial “foundation builders” in the builder campaign aimed at raising $100,000 for the
foundation.
Jeff has been very committed to the Close a Sale, Open a Door campaign since he joined the
shelter board and his passion and enthusiasm shines through in his presentations at broker
offices. Jeff has participated in many grant cheque presentations and these experiences have
shaped the impactful stories he shares during his broker visits.
Jeff is instrumental to the ongoing success of the Shelter Foundation and growing its positive
contributions to Manitoba year after year.
Jeff, you are an inspiration to us all. Congratulations!
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